Duke Gardens Summer Fun at Home: Gardening with Community

FAMILY DISCUSSION GUIDE: TUESDAY

All of the activities that are a part of Gardening with Community provide ways to try hands-on gardening in a variety of contexts, as well as exploring how gardens can create healthy communities for plants, animals and people. We are providing this discussion guide for adults to help inspire conversations with your children and connect the activities to the weekly theme.

Today’s activities included:
- Map Your Sit Spot
- Invent a Plant
- Plan Your Garden

Questions to prompt discussion:
- What are your favorite fruits and vegetables? Have you ever grown them before, or seen them growing?
- What is in your Sit Spot? What did you choose to include on your map?
- What plant did you adopt? What is interesting about it?
- Describe the plant you invented. What does it look like? Where does it live?
- What kind of garden did you plan? What would you like to grow, and why?